### Assignment 5

The last task for this week is the assignment I have given.

As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

**Deadline:** 30-06-2024, 23:59 IST.

Affect — Less intense feelings than emotions and often, though not always, arise without a specific event acting as a stimulus.

- A recognition
- An insight
- An emotion

**Question 1:** Which of the above is an affect?

- [ ] True
- [ ] False

**Question 2:** How the answer is incorrect.

- Incorrect Answer

**Question 3:** What is the relation of affect and emotions?

- A recognition
- An insight
- An emotion

**Question 4:** Which of the above is a relation of affect and emotions?

- A recognition
- An insight
- An emotion

**Question 5:** Anita’s emotional response to a situation that is related to a particular event is an example of:

- A recognition
- An insight
- An emotion

**Question 6:** Which of the above is an emotion?

- A recognition
- An insight
- An emotion

**Question 7:** Which of the following describes anger’s anger?

- A recognition
- An insight
- An emotion

**Question 8:** The core of anger is:

- A recognition
- An insight
- An emotion

**Question 9:** When Alice Miller is told that her child has been hit by a car, she feels deeply saddened. Her feelings are then overcome by a surge of anger at the car driver. However, shortly later, she is able to laugh and talk about the good memories spent with her pet. What is one of the reasons that Miller’s reaction can be categorized as an emotion?

- [ ] It is caused by general and ambiguous
- [ ] It lasted for a brief time period
- [ ] It is not conditioned

**Question 10:** Which of the above is not a response to anger?

- A recognition
- An insight
- An emotion

**Question 11:** Which of the following describes sadness?

- A recognition
- An insight
- An emotion

**Question 12:** Which of the following describes sadness?

- A recognition
- An insight
- An emotion

## WEEKLY FEEDBACK

- [ ] True
- [ ] False